Abstract: Ambiguity Resolution (AR) plays a vital role in precise GNSS positioning. Correctly-fixed integer ambiguities can significantly improve the positioning solution, while incorrectly-fixed integer ambiguities can bring large positioning errors and, therefore, should be avoided. The ratio test is an extensively used test to validate the fixed integer ambiguities. To choose proper critical values of the ratio test, the Fixed Failure-rate Ratio Test (FFRT) has been proposed, which generates critical values according to user-defined tolerable failure rates. This contribution provides easy-to-implement fitting functions to calculate the critical values. With a massive Monte Carlo simulation, the functions for many different tolerable failure rates are provided, which enriches the choices of critical values for users. Moreover, the fitting functions for the fix rate are also provided, which for the first time allows users to evaluate the conditional success rate, i.e., the success rate once the integer candidates are accepted by FFRT. The superiority of FFRT over the traditional ratio test regarding controlling the failure rate and preventing unnecessary false alarms is shown by a simulation and a real data experiment. In the real data experiment with a baseline of 182.7 km, FFRT achieved much higher fix rates (up to 30% higher) and the same level of positioning accuracy from fixed solutions as compared to the traditional critical value.
Introduction
Precise positioning uses the carrier phase measurements, which inherently contain unknown cycle ambiguities [1] . The high precision is only achievable if the ambiguity is correctly fixed to integers. On the contrary, incorrectly-fixed integer ambiguities may result in large positioning errors. In order to exclude those incorrectly-fixed integer ambiguities, the validation of integer ambiguity is demanded. Integer ambiguity validation has been richly researched, and several methods have been proposed, such as the ratio test [2, 3] , the difference test [4, 5] , the projector test [6, 7] and the F-test.
Among these methods, the most extensively used one is the ratio test with fixed critical values [6, [8] [9] [10] [11] . Verhagen and Teunissen [12] studied the relations between failure rate, false alarm rate and critical values based on the model strength. It was concluded that the traditional ratio test using fixed critical values without distinguishing model strength may either raise false alarm rates or imply no control of the failure rate.
Therefore, the Fixed Failure-rate Ratio Test (FFRT) was proposed, for which critical values dependent on the model strength are selected. The critical value by which the failure rate threshold is fulfilled was shown to be indexed by the number of ambiguities and the Integer Least-Squares (ILS) [13] [14] [15] [16] failure rate. A look-up table of critical values for two typical tolerable failure rates 0.01 and 0.001 is given in [12] . Following the fixed failure-rate idea, Wang and Verhagen [5] studied the Fixed Failure-rate Difference Test (FFDT) and provided the critical values by fitting functions according to the tolerable failure rate and the model strength.
Brack and Günther [17] extends the fixed failure rate idea by proposing a General Integer Aperture (GIA) estimation that tests each entry of the ambiguity vector with critical values calculated from the tolerable failure rate. Supposedly, GIA may accept at least a subset of fixed integer ambiguities rather than occasionally rejecting all.
Compared to the approach using a look-up table [12] , this contribution provides fitting functions to describe the relation between the critical value of the ratio test and the model strength even better. A wider range of tolerable failure rates used for FFRT are provided, i.e., ranging from 0.0005 to 0.01, as each user may have their own requirements on the failure rate of Ambiguity Resolution (AR). Additionally, the resulting fix rate is provided by fitting functions, which for the first time will allow users to evaluate the conditional success rate (i.e., the success rate once the integer candidates are accepted by FFRT, see Equation (9)) before AR is performed. The fitting functions for both the critical value of the ratio test and the corresponding fix rate are model dependent, meaning that users can evaluate the possible fix rate and conditional success rate and decide whether AR is worthy or not before the time-consuming AR process. Besides, the functions are easy-to-implement, requiring no efforts to repeat the simulations the authors have done.
This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 briefly reviews the general models and describes the procedure to find the fitting functions of critical values. Section 3 validates the performance of the fitting functions in controlling the failure rate by simulation, and Section 4 shows an example where the FFRT increases the fix rate compared to the conventional ratio test using a real data experiment. Section 5 summarizes the main contributions.
Methodology

General Ambiguity Resolution Model
A GNSS observation model can be put in the following linearized equation: y = Aa + Bb + e, with e ∼ N(0, Q ee ) (1) where y ∈ R m is the vector of code and carrier observations; a ∈ Z n is the vector of unknown integer carrier phase ambiguities; b ∈ R p is the vector of baseline coordinates and may possibly include residual atmospheric delays, as well; e ∈ R m is the vector of measurement noise, which is assumed to have a zero-mean Gaussian normal distribution; A and B are the design matrices for the ambiguities and baseline components, respectively; m, n and p are the number of measurements, number of integer ambiguities and number of unknown baseline parameters, respectively. GNSS precise positioning usually contains four steps [13] [14] [15] : (1) estimate the float ambiguities and position coordinates; (2) fix float ambiguities to integer values; (3) validate the integer ambiguities; and (4) update the position coordinates using fixed ambiguities.
The float ambiguities and baseline solution can be resolved by weighted least-squares estimation, and their variance covariance (vc) matrix can be obtained using the error propagation law. The float solution and vc-matrix are shown as:
The second step is referred to as Ambiguity Resolution (AR). AR fixes the float ambiguities to integers:ǎ = I(â) (3) with I : R n → Z n the integer mapping from the n-dimensional space of real numbers to the n-dimensional space of integers. The most extensively-used AR methods are Integer Rounding (IR), Integer Bootstrapping (IB) [18, 19] and ILS [13, 14] . The mapping function I is different for different AR methods. Due to the discrete nature of Z n , I will be a many-to-one map, which means differentâ can be fixed to the sameǎ. The set ofâ that is mapped by I to the same integer z is defined as the pull-in region of z [20] and can be written as:
As an example, the pull-in regions of the ILS method for two-dimensional ambiguity vector a are presented by the hexagons in Figure 1 . More details of pull-in regions can be found in [20] . The ILS method is efficiently implemented in the LAMBDA software [21] . ILS has the optimal performance regarding the success rate, i.e., the probability of correctly fixing the integer ambiguities [22] . In this study, we use ILS to solve the ambiguities.
The third step validates the fixed ambiguities using an ambiguity acceptance test, for instance the ratio test [2, 3] , the difference test [4, 5] , the projector test [6, 7] the F-test or the GIA test [17, 23] . The most extensively-used test is the ratio test with fixed critical values. Verhagen and Teunissen [12] proposed the Fixed Failure-rate Ratio Test (FFRT), which tunes the critical value to control the failure rate.
The ratio test is given by:
whereǎ,ǎ 2 are the best and second best integer candidates (i.e., the closest and second closest integer vectors to the float ambiguity vectorâ, respectively); ||.|| 2 Q = (.) T Q −1 (.); µ is the critical value of the ratio test.
The ratio test defines aperture pull-in regions, such that the fixed solutionǎ is only accepted if the corresponding float ambiguity solutionâ is within this region. The critical value µ determines the size of the aperture and thereby determines the probability of incorrect fixing.
A two-dimensional example of the aperture pull-in regions is shown in Figure 1 . Since the measurement y is normally distributed, the least-squares estimationâ,b from y is also normally distributed. The float ambiguity solutionâ is distributed as:
where the true integer value is a = [0, 0] T . The hexagons (solid line) are the ILS pull-in regions, and the aperture pull-in regions (i.e., acceptance regions) are shown, as well. The green and red float samples reside in the acceptance regions Ω s and Ω f and are the correctly-fixed and incorrectly-fixed ambiguities, respectively. The remaining regions are the rejection regions Ω f a and Ω cr , where the orange and light green colors indicate samples that are falsely rejected and correctly rejected, respectively.
Probability Parameters of the Ratio Test
The probability parameters are calculated as the integrals of the Probability Density Function (PDF) ofâ over the regions, as shown in Equation (7).
with the PDF ofâ:
Furthermore, the fix rate and conditional success rate are calculated as follows.
where the subscript (.) s f denotes successful fixing. The conditional success rate is the success rate conditioned on the integer ambiguities being accepted by FFRT, which indicates the reliability of validated ambiguities. If the failure rate P f is close to zero, this conditional success rate will be close to one. Thus, if the failure rate is small, users can be very confident about the correctness of the integer ambiguities accepted by the ratio test. To evaluate P s f , the failure rate and fix rate after FFRT validation P f ix are needed. Due to the complex integration over the aperture pull-in regions of all discrete integer candidates (see Equation (7)), it is impossible to calculate them with analytical formulas [20, 21, 24] . Therefore, we use Monte Carlo simulation to study the relation between the failure rate, fix rate and the critical value of the ratio test. In total, 25,920 models with different satellite geometries (depending on location and time), GNSS constellations, frequencies, ionospheric and tropospheric delays were simulated, and for each model, 10 6 float solution samples were simulated. The detailed setup is presented in Table 1 . The notations σ φ and σ ρ represent the standard deviations of undifferenced phase and code measurements in the zenith direction, respectively; σ ι represents the standard deviation of undifferenced ionospheric pseudo measurement in the zenith direction, as is used in the ionospheric-weighted model [25] ; el and P tol f represent elevation angle and tolerable failure rate, respectively; the cutoff angle is the elevation mask, such that the satellites with lower elevation angles are not used. The simulation procedure to obtain proper µ and P f ix for different tolerable failure rates P tol f , ambiguity numbers n and ILS failure rates P f ,ILS is described in Appendix A. Ionosphere model Ionospheric weighted model [25] Elevation (el) weight
Take P tol f = 0.001 for an example, the scatter of µ against P f ,ILS from the simulation is shown in Figure 2 . Comparing the upper panels, we can see that there is only ambiguity number differences among these three different constellations considering the relation of µ and P f ,ILS , and the changing trend of the curve for each ambiguity number is not constellation dependent. Therefore, the three constellations are not treated differently in studying the relation of µ and P f ,ILS .
The upper panels show similar results as in [12] :
1. The values of µ are grouped by n. The more the ambiguities, the larger the value of µ. 2. µ decreases with the increase of P f ,ILS and when the number of ambiguities is large, it later increases again.
The reason for this trend is added in Appendix B.
The lower panels show the relation of P f ix against P f ,ILS with a fixed P tol f . The main findings are:
The values of P f ix are grouped by n. It does not show the monotonously increasing or decreasing relation with n. The relation of critical value µ and the fix rate P f ix against the Integer Least-Squares (ILS) failure rate P f ,ILS for the ratio test (see Equation (5)), with tolerable failure rate P tol f = 0.001. The upper panels show µ against P f ,ILS , and the lower panels show P f ix against P f ,ILS . The color bar indicates the number of ambiguities. The left, middle and right panels show the GPS dual frequency, BDSdual frequency and GPS + BDS dual frequency modes, respectively.
Fitting Functions for the Fixed Failure-Rate Ratio Test
We fit µ against P f ,ILS within a certain range of P f ,ILS . On the one hand, if P f ,ILS < P tol f , the best integer candidate is always accepted, and µ can be set equal to one. On the other hand, based on the relation between P f ix and P f ,ILS , when P f ,ILS is larger than 0.2, the acceptance region will be so small that the fix rate will be low, which has also been mentioned in [12] . Considering this, we select the range as P tol f ≤ P f ,ILS < 0.2. In order to get a safe failure rate, we fit the minimum µ against P f ,ILS , which corresponds to the minimum values of µ within very small bins (i.e., the bin width is 0.001) over P f ,ILS . The minimum µ and its fitted counterpart will be denoted as µ min andμ min , respectively.
Several non-linear functions were tried in the fitting process, including polynomial function series, exponential function series, power function series and rational function series, with the non-linear least-squares method [27] . Among the above function series, four fitting functions were found to perform well:
judged by the Root Mean Square Error (RMSE):
where µ i min andμ i min are the i-th µ min and its fitted counterpart through non-linear least squares; nµ and np are the number of µ min samples and the number of coefficients, respectively. A RMSE value closer to zero indicates a fit that is more useful for prediction. If two or more function candidates obtain a small RMSE, the candidate with fewer coefficients is preferred, since it requires less effort to implement the function.
Due to the characteristic of least-squares fitting, there will be both positive and negative fitting residuals, whereas for a safe failure rate, we only accept positive fitting residuals, i.e., the cases wherê µ min ≤ µ min . Therefore, the 95% lower boundary of the fitted function is used instead of the original function to prevent negative fitting residuals. Hence, from now on, the 95% lower boundary is referred to as the fitting function. The example in Figure 3 shows the performances of the four fitting function candidates with the number of ambiguities n = 8. Figure 3 . The 95% lower boundary of fitting function candidates of µ min against P f ,ILS and the RMSE (see Equation (11)). The tolerable failure rate P tol f = 0.001 and the number of ambiguities is eight in this example.
Functions f 2 (x) and f 4 (x) obtain the smallest RMSE, and f 2 (x) has one less parameter. Therefore, f 2 (x) is chosen as the best function candidate. For each f i (x), i = 1, 2, 3, 4, the RMSEs of all different numbers of ambiguities n are shown as dots in Figure 4 . f 2 (x) and f 4 (x) obtain the lowest RMSEs in most cases, ranging around 10 −4 ; and f 2 (x) has one parameter less than f 4 (x). Thus, the fitting function of µ is generally chosen as:
The full table of coefficients for all P tol f in Table 1 can be found in the Electronic Supplementary Material (ESM). As an example, the tables of the coefficients for P tol f = 0.01 and P tol f = 0.001 are given in the Appendix C.1. The complete function of µ against P tol f for each n is as follows.
Additionally, the range of µ should be [0, 1]. If f µ (P f ,ILS ) > 1, it is set to one. Similarly, we fit the resulting P f ix from µ min against P f ,ILS . The range of P f ,ILS is also P f ,tol ≤ P f ,ILS < 0.2. The polynomial function series, exponential function series, power function series and rational function series were tried, among which the best choice switches between two functions for different numbers of ambiguities n, in favor of the smallest fitting residuals and then the fewest coefficients:
An example of the fitted curve is shown in Figure 5 . Figure 5 . The fitting function of P f ix against P f ,ILS and its fitted residuals. P f ix is resulted from µ min . The upper panel shows the fitted curve, and the lower panel shows the fitted residuals. The tolerable failure rate P tol f = 0.001, and the number of ambiguities is eight. (a)P f ix vs. P f ,ILS ; (b) P f ix −P f ix vs. P f ,ILS .
The full table of coefficients of P f ix (x) for all P tol f in Table 1 can be found in the ESM. As an example, the tables when P tol f = 0.001 and P tol f = 0.01 are shown in the Appendix C.2. The complete function of the P f ix against P f ,ILS is as follows.
Additionally, the range of f f ix should be [0, 1]. If f f ix (P f ,ILS ) > 1, it is set to one; and if f f ix (P f ,ILS ) < 0, it is set to zero.
Note that for µ, a rigid conservative fitting is necessary; therefore, the fitted curve is chosen to be lower than most of the µ min ; while for P f ix an approximation is enough; therefore, the fitted least-squares curve is used. However, since the P f ix resulting from µ min are used in the fitting process, the fitting function of P f ix is also conservative.
Numerical Validation
To show the performance of the fitted µ and P f ix , we did a simulation with all of the models listed in Table 1 and compared the failure rate, false alarm and fix rate with other validation methods. For convenience, we denote µ from different methods as in Table 2 . Table 2 . The notation of µ from different methods.
µ Meaning
Commonly-used value [6, 8, 9] .
Commonly-used value [10, 11] . µ tab
From the look-up table [12] .
Calculated by the fitting function. µ true Benchmark value from simulation. Figure 6 shows the values of µ from different methods for all simulated models with n = 8 and P tol f = 0.001, as well as the resulting failure rate, false alarm rate, fix rate and conditional failure rate, i.e., the failure rate once integer ambiguities are accepted by the ratio test. Note that µ true is the benchmark critical value that exactly controls the tolerable failure rate, i.e., the dots in the upper panels in Figure 2 .
In Figure 6a -e, the horizontal axis represents µ true and its corresponding probability parameters; the vertical axis shows all other µ and corresponding probability parameters. In Figure 6f , the horizontal axis represents P f ,ILS , and the vertical axis shows the corresponding P f for different µ. Figure 6a shows that µ tab and µ f it follow the trend of µ true and are in fact slightly lower, as desired. Figure 6f shows that only if P f ,ILS < 10 −3 (i.e., P tol f ) the failure rate with µ true will be lower than 10 −3 , while in all other cases, it is very close to 10 −3 . The failure rates with µ tab and µ f it are always lower than 10 −3 , while with µ 2 and µ 3 are mostly much larger than 10 −3 , which is undesirable. Figure 6b provides deeper insight into the P f with different µ. When P f (µ true ) < 10 −3 (i.e., P f ,ILS < 10 −3 ), P f (µ tab ) and P f (µ f it ) slightly vary around P f (µ true ), but are always lower than 10 −3 , while P f (µ 2 ) and P f (µ 3 ) are much lower than P f (µ true ) traded-off by many unnecessary false alarms. When P f (µ true ) is very close to 10 −3 , P f (µ tab ) and P f (µ f it ) are always lower than P f (µ true ), while P f (µ 2 ) and P f (µ 3 ) are in many cases much larger than P f (µ true ). Figure 6c shows that the false alarm rates with all choices of the critical value will be larger than with the benchmark result, but the false alarm rates with µ tab and µ f it are lower than with µ 2 and µ 3 . Note that when P f a (µ true ) is close to one, P f a (µ 2 ) and P f a (µ 3 ) are lower than P f a (µ true ) due to the lenient critical values, which also cause high failure rates. Figure 6d shows that the fix rates with µ tab and µ f it are slightly lower than the benchmark result, while with µ 2 and µ 3 , the fix rates are much higher than the benchmark result, mainly due to the high failure rates. Figure 6e shows the conditional failure rate 1 − P s f . It can be seen that when the conditional failure rate with µ true is lower than 10 −3 , the performance with different µ is similar as with P f in Figure 6b , since the fix rate is close to one due to very small P f ,ILS . In all other cases, however, the conditional failure rates with µ tab and µ f it are slightly lower than with µ true , while with µ 2 and µ 3 , they are much higher than with µ true . 6 . The comparison of critical value µ, failure rate P f , false alarm rate P f a , fix rate P f ix and conditional failure rate (1 − P s f ) from different methods, with P tol f = 0.001 and n = 8. (a) µ vs. µ true ; (b) P f vs. P f (µ true ); (c) P f a vs. P f a (µ true ); (d) P f ix vs. P f ix (µ true ); (e) (1
The results with different ambiguity numbers are similar to the result as shown in Figure 6 . Those results are not shown here due to space limits and are given in the ESM of this paper. Table 3 shows the percentage of the models where P f is controlled below P tol f among all of the simulated models. µ tab and µ f it controlled the failure rate for 99.9% and 100% of all of the models, while µ 2 and µ 3 controlled the failure rate for only 33.7% and 50.2% of all of the models. The difference of performance between µ f it and µ tab is slight. The slight difference of percentages between µ f it and µ tab is because µ f it is more conservative than µ tab , since:
1. In the look-up table algorithm, the lowest values are chosen to be µ [12] , while in the fitting function algorithm, the 95% lower boundary of the original curve fitted from the lowest values is chosen as the final fitting function of µ; 2. In the look-up table, µ is set to zero when P f ,ILS ≥ 0.25 [12] , while in the fitting function, µ is set to zero when P f ,ILS ≥ 0.20. The comparison in Figure 6 and Table 3 indicates that FFRT should be used instead of constant critical values.
Experiment Validation
To compare the performance of FFRT with respect to the traditional ratio test in real data cases, one week of GPS dual-frequency data in a long baseline (182.7 km) is collected and processed with modified RTKLIB [11, 28] software. The experimental setup is shown in Table 4 . In the data processing, the dual-frequency code and phase measurements are used. The ionosphere weighted model [25] is considered and the Zenith Troposphere Delay (ZTD) is estimated every epoch. The rover position is considered as kinematic, and the ambiguities are considered as constant, i.e., the float ambiguities in each epoch are estimated using all of the data from the previous epochs. The integer ambiguities are resolved in each epoch, and the LAMBDA [13, 14, 16, 21] algorithm is used to resolve them. For more details of the model and algorithm, see Appendix E in the RTKLIB manual [28] . Figure 7 shows the ratios and the three thresholds µ 3 , µ tab and µ f it for one day. The tolerable failure rate for µ tab and µ f it is P tol f = 0.01. As seen, to control the failure rate under P tol f , both µ tab and µ f it vary in different epochs as P f ,ILS varies in different epochs.
Since the truth of the ambiguities is unknown, we cannot evaluate the failure rate and success rate of the ambiguity resolution. Instead, to compare the performance with different µ, we show the positioning errors of the ratio test-accepted fixed solutions and the fix rates achieved by different µ. The positioning errors are calculated as the difference to the true baseline coordinates, where the long-term average coordinates of these two stations from EUREF [29] are used as the true coordinates. Table 5 shows the fix rates, the probability of positioning errors ≤ 0.03 m, ≥ 0.10 m, and ≥ 0.3 m, for different µ and the float solution. In this contribution, 0.03 m is used as the criteria of centimeter accuracy, while 0.10 m is used as the criteria of sub-meter accuracy, and 0.3 m is used as the criteria of large positioning errors caused by wrong fixing. As seen, µ tab and µ f it achieve much higher fix rates than µ 2 and µ 3 (around 30%) and achieve a higher probability of ≤ 0.03 m. The probability of ≥ 0.10 m for all µ 2 , µ 3 , µ tab and µ f it is below 0.01, while µ tab and µ f it achieve much higher fix rates. This indicates that µ tab and µ f it prevent unnecessary false alarms raised by µ 2 and µ 3 in this experiment. The probability of ≥ 0.3 m for all µ 2 , µ 3 , µ tab and µ f it is 0.0002, while for µ 1 is 0.0015. This indicates that although µ tab and µ f it achieve high fix rates, it does not result in large positioning errors as µ 1 may do. Table 5 . Probability parameters. P tol f = 0.01 for µ tab and µ f it . b e denotes the estimated baseline solutions, and the subscript (.) e represents estimation. Figure 9 shows the probability P(||b e − b|| ≤ ) and P(||b e − b|| ≥ ) for different . As seen, although µ 1 achieves the highest probability of ||b e − b|| ≤ , it also brings many large errors, which is unacceptable. Except µ 1 , the highest probability of ||b e − b|| ≤ is achieved by µ tab and µ f it . In the meantime, µ tab and µ f it achieve a low probability of ||b e − b|| ≥ , as well.
From this real data experiment, we see that the fixed solution with ratio test has the highest accuracy, and compared to the constant µ values, µ tab and µ f it significantly improve the fix rate without bringing large errors. Therefore, FFRT should always be used instead of the ratio test with constant critical values. 9 . The probability of ||b e − b|| ≤ and ||b e − b|| ≥ for the fixed solution with different µ and the float solution. (a) P(||b e − b|| ≤ ); (b) P(||b e − b|| ≥ ).
Conclusions
In this study, we proposed and implemented fitting functions to calculate the critical values of the ratio test according to the required failure rate and number of ambiguities. The functions of µ and P f ix for different P tol f and different n are provided. One example with P tol f = 0.001 and n = 8 is given to show the performance of the new method. Compared to the commonly-used constant critical values, the fixed failure-rate ratio test provided variable critical values according to the model strength, resulting in lower false alarms for strong models and controlled failure rates for weak models. The fitting function method provides more choices of tolerable failure rate P tol f and more n than the critical value table. Additionally, the fitting function to compute an approximate fix rate is also provided.
The processing of a 182.7-km baseline real data experiment shows that FFRT improves the fix rate without bringing large positioning errors compared to the ratio test with constant critical values. With the high accuracy of the ratio test accepted fixed solution, this means the improvement of availability. For the above reasons, FFRT is to be preferred above the ratio test with constant critical values.
In this experiment, FFRT contributes to the improvement of accuracy mainly because it avoids unnecessary false alarms. To demonstrate the advantages of FFRT against the traditional ratio test from different aspects, more real data experiment will be done, and the performances will be compared in the future work. 
and:
5. After all N samples of a specific model are processed in the above three steps, the failure rate and fix rate for each µ j are calculated as:
with:
Specifically, when µ j = 1, P f (µ j ) is the ILS failure rate P f ,ILS . 6. The maximum µ j that meets P f (µ j ) ≤ P tol f is set as the µ(P tol f ) for this model. 7. Find µ(P tol f ) for all generated models and different P tol f .
Appendix B. The Conceptual Explanation of the Trend of µ against the P f ,ILS Curve
Starting from a relatively low P f ,ILS , an increase of P f ,ILS will result in a PDF with a larger spread, and as a consequence, more samples will fall in the acceptance regions of incorrect integers, comparing Figure B1a and B1b. Therefore, the µ should be decreased with increasing P f ,ILS . As the P f ,ILS further increases, the PDF of float ambiguities will extend to the ILS pull-in regions centered at even more incorrect integer candidates, i.e., not only the adjacent integers of the true integer. With the µ value unchanged, more samples will fall in the rejection regions (i.e., the orange and light green colored regions), and fewer samples will fall in the acceptance regions centered at the adjacent integers (i.e., the density of samples is diluted), which brings a decrease of the failure rate . Meanwhile, the samples that fall in the acceptance region centered at non-adjacent integers result in an increase of the failure rate (but less significantly than the previously-mentioned decreasing effect). The sum of these two effects together slows down the decrease of the µ value.
The larger the P f ,ILS , the slower the µ decreases, as seen in Figure 2 . Specifically, for high dimensions (i.e., more ambiguities), the ratio of the acceptance region's volume against the ILS pull-in region's volume is very small even if µ is large. For instance, a scale of edge length s (0 < s < 1) will lead to the scale of s n in the n -dimensional hypercube volume [30] . As a result, the spread of the float ambiguity samples will result in a very significant decreasing effect and a very insignificant increasing effect of the failure rate. If µ is unchanged, the failure rate (and the fix rate) will become lower with increasing P f ,ILS . Therefore, when the ambiguity number is large and P f ,ILS is relatively large, with increasing P f ,ILS , µ can be larger to still keep the failure rate at the required value and not lower. 
Appendix C. The Coefficient
